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**Editorial:**

To select from the 96 years of history, which lie behind Lawrence college, any one single event as being outstanding above all others would require a lifetime of judgment which few individuals possess.

The development since 1847 has been steady and progressive. Many significant problems have been met and overcome, many disappointments have been put aside, and many unexpected events have been adequately taken care of.

The entire early history was one of sacrifice. Only by visualizing the wildness in which the college was started, the lack of communication facilities, and the general unsettled conditions, can one appreciate the ideals and aspirations of the founders. One of the early trustees gave almost his entire savings to the institution, another mortgaged his home in order to furnish much needed cash. A great share of the endowment has been derived from relatively small contributions from many persons. This willingness to give in order to help unknown students to start their education is an indication of the faith many have had in the ideals of education as represented by the Pennsylvania German community.

Their faith has been amply justified. From a graduating class of seven in 1857 and 32 in 1880, Lawrence has steadily grown. Last spring 150 degrees were awarded. In 1848 there were only five on hand. Today there are eighty-five. Present undergraduates might do well to consider the development since 1847 has been steady and progressive. Many significant problems have been met and overcome, many disappointments have been put aside, and many unexpected events have been adequately taken care of.

**Music Notes**

There will be musical programs on the following dates:

- **Thursday, January 17, 1933**
  - **8:30 p.m.** - Tourmaline Club will meet tonight in Hamilton house.
  - **8:00 p.m.** - Student Forum will meet tonight in Hamilton house.
  - **8:00 p.m.** - The German club will meet at 7 p.m. at Hamar house tonight.

**Student Forum**

The executive committee desires to pay all the cards on the table. It has never been policy to keep hidden cards or "tricks" or "diplomatic" means. The Forum is as it now stands, in no way sacrificing its principles.

The faculty may be men, but in that case we welcome critical friends. The faculty may be in the student body. In that case there are two possibilities. Either the student body will survive its interest, or the Forum will be forced to recognize as a different basis. We do not yet believe in dropping the Forum. It may be advisable to recognize the executive committee, or to change its attitude. We submit the whole question to the student body.

- **Robert Rayner**

**Party, Noon and Evening Gowns**

The Very Latest Creations Right From New York

Reasonable Prices

**Marston Bros. Company**

- Student Cruises
  - Magazine subscription scholarship
  - Books and room reservations
  - Season tickets
  - Tickler column

- **Bissonetta Coal**
- **Solvey Coke**
- **Fuel Oil**
- **Gasoline**

**Telephone:**

- **600**
- **560 N. Osmo St.**

**Northern Hotel**

Barber Shop

Hicks and Tony

**Kiss**

Formerly Stevenson's
**Vike Cage Squad To Meet Carroll Tonight**

ELEVEN MEN READY FOR ORANGE TILT

Lawrence Fresh Will Play Pioneer Team in Preliminary Contest

By Sam Smith

Although illness may prevent Coach Percy Clapp from being present, a squad of eleven Lawrence basket ball players has at last a chance to show their stuff for Washburn this afternoon. The team will play in the Senior College gym at 2:30.

Coach Denney has had a bad cold over the week and his constants Tuesday afternoon. Although he is still in the hospital, he said that he would be back on the road trip to Washburn with the team. In coach Denney's absence, Bill Colbert, who will go along as redshirt coach, would probably take charge of the team.

Coach Penny Clapp, Lawrence football mentor, put the varsity squad through a light workout yesterday after training the boys for several weeks with a broken thumb, Coach Denney said. Players who declare themselves ready for varsity and one senior would be in the game.

Big Ben Rafoth, one of the few veterans who have proved their varsity ability, is the probable choice over his senior rivals, Scott, McMillian, and Carter. Bechler and Pelts each made two baskets against Beloit, but the inexperience of three fresh men to the tie with Rafoth for high point honors.

Joe forwards

Bill Blum and Dave Jones are the probable choices for Joe forwards. Although neither player accounted for much in the night game, yet both were getting their first baptism of fire in a constant. Both are attractive, and one of them will be a choice of forwards, handi capped only by the fact that both belong to the team of the Blue Key fraternity. These two guards will be Bert Adams and Ben Pfeiffer. Adams is a valuable man in the team and Pfeiffer is a big raggedy player who knows how to get the ball on the backcourt. Both of these backs also played their first games against Beloit. Mike Goebauer, the only senior letterman at guard, has the experience and his team mate, Oliver Williams, the speed to make the pair another formidable set of guards.

As the ranks of the Pioneer cagers in quest of their fourth consecutive Big Four basketball title, were severely depleted by graduation last spring and insufficiency this fall, yet

**Early Midwestern Conference Plays Ended Last Week**

Carleton 26, Macalester 22
Beloit 31, Ripon 27
Loras 30, Wisconsin 19
Neb. State 21, Carthage 14
By Art Forcum

Beloit, Carroll, Kansas, and Carleton, by winning their opening last games Friday night, were left near sure favorites in the Midwest and the Big Four men. The weekend was near sure favorites in the Midwest and the Big Four men. The weekend was

Beloit looks especially strong because they had a well over average win over Rup and a surprise over 20 in 20 in the week. Herkimer and Carroll stood out as the dominating athletes in the Big Four high school and college seasons. Coach Denney said Beloit would be back on the road tonight by taking the Vikes 40 to 23.

Coach Denney was temporarily raised. However, Coach Pen nee the big interest is tonight's event a

Coach Denney is not as much interested as tonight's event as tonight's event. The successor of the Beloit team is in the opinion of many experts who have played both handball and squash and expects that the latter has many advantages over handball, both in skill and sport.

**Fraternity Cage 'Schedule Begins**

Delta Iota, Theta Phi, and Phi Chi Omegas Win in First Contest

Suggested by Coach Denney and purchased by Coach Denney and, since the cost of the equipment was the prime equal reason which prevented the game before, he began a sufficiently large group to show enough interest in the game to make it worth while to personally take charge of the situation.

Coach Denney is not as much interested in making up a gym class as in making up a gym class as in making up a gym class. The successor of the Beloit team is in the opinion of many experts who have played both handball and squash and expects that the latter has many advantages over handball, both in skill and sport.

**College Handball Tournament Near's The Final Bracket**

Two final matches will be played to narrow in Coach Clapp's All-College handball tournament. In the earlier rounds, Coach Schmidt and Demeny reached the finals after victories over Rockland and Faw respectively. Early Thiel, who won his second match from John Revi, will play Walt Clark, who advanced to the finals on a forfeit from Osterhout, for the championship of the junior class.

The sophomore class, with some fifty entrants, is divided into two sections, in the quarter-finals of section A, Ed Archer meets Howard High, Dan Blum plays Seymour Gneidir, and Gordon Kimonds is paired with Ted Krammer. In section B, John Vogel meets Warren Clapp, Herb Schmidt meets Al Weikler, and Art Reimer and Ed Fifefall clashed.

The finals have also reached the quarter-finals where Kansas plays Jefferson, and Wilder meets Becker. Tus sian is to play the winner of the Parking/Park game.

The Delta Iota Phi's dominated the Big Four tournaments, and with Bill Colbert, will also go along

**Badgers Lose!**

**SPECIAL!**

**540 THE RESULTS**

Northwestern 88, Wisconsin 24
Purdue 66, Minnesota 50
Iowa 47, Chicago 21

Wisconsin easily handled North-
western, clearly demonstrated its superi ority over the Big Ten. In the Big Ten basketball games for the night, Wisconsin maintained its undisputed standing by winning Illinois, 50 to 22, while Purdue outdistanced Minnesota, 66 to 20, and, although nearly surprised Iowa, losing 30 to 29 after being ahead 17 to 10 at the half.

Three quick baskets by Johnson and two easy baskets by the Captain, Joe Roffor gave Northwestern an early 11 to 2 advantage. After this, Beloit could not

**Denney To Begin Teaching Game of Squash Racquets**

Coach A. C. Denney wishes to meet students who would be interested in playing squash racquets at 3:00 tomorrow afternoon at Alpha Gymnasium.

Four new squash rackets have been received by Coach Denney and, since the cost of the equipment was the prime equal reason which prevented the game before, he began a sufficiently large group to show enough interest in the game to make it worth while to personally take charge of the situation.

Coach Denney is not as much interested in making up a gym class as in making up a gym class. The successor of the Beloit team is in the opinion of many experts who have played both handball and squash and expects that the latter has many advantages over handball, both in skill and sport.

**LUTZ ICE CO. PHONE 2**

**SAVE with ICE**

**The Varsity Restaurant**

TRY OUR NOONDAY LUNCHES

35c to 50c

**Also Special Evening Dinners**

S. Hinz E. Hinz
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Lawrence 58 Years Old 

(Continued from page 3) 

students to nearly 5,000; the faculty increased from 14 members to 65; the sources of study expanded from 55 to more than 500; library volumes in creased from 8,900 to 40,000; endowments grew from $10,000 to $240,000; and college buildings increased in num ber from three, Main hall, Observatory, to 12.

Vikas To Meet Carroll 

Coach Vikas Baha has good prospects for another successful season. He has got a strong team once more, with some experienced returners, and two brilliant sophomores will be pitted against Lawrence. John Breen, center, and Milton Ritter, forward, be came eligible the second semester last year and won letter. Both of the players had previously played enough “amateur” ball to provide them with the necessary experience to take the place of lost last year's veterans.

Two Letter Winners

At the other forward Vikas Baha will start either C. W. Schmaltz or Paul Johnson, both letter winners. In the row that Wachell places forward, John son will start at guard. Otherwise Johnson will team up with Ritter. John son, forward and Wachell will sit on the bench as a sub center or forward. Captain Paul Chackten, eligible only the first semester, will hold one of the guard posts and will team up with either Johnson, Ritter, or Stelling back.

Carroll has played four pre-confer ence games as far, winning two and losing two. A new Northwestern college team was defeated at Waukesha, 21 to 15. Ritter and Johnson, playing forward, scored 11, 11 and 15 points respectively.